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1. Democracy has become a general principle of international law. 
2. Democracy is virtuous because it has the good habit of listening to people. In the 
present day, the major part of the rules is enacted by bureaucrats, people with a 
poor democratic pedigree; a situation dramatically amplified in international 
organizations. Keeping them on the right path is a contemporary challenge and 
NGOs may help in this. 
3. In any legal system, only subjects of law have rights. The centrality of Human 
Rights in international law entitles individuals to voice their concerns in 
international forums, not only through governmental organizations but also 
through non-governmental organizations. 
4. States can reduce the legitimacy deficit of international law by allowing enhanced 
participation of NGOs in the decision making process in the UN system.    
5. NGOs are expressions of free thought and may be instrumental in coping with the 
challenge of terrorism in the international sphere. 
6. The UN Security Council should adopt a broader concept of Peace to guide its 
work. 
7. International law must abandon the idea of being a state-centric system to allow 
the adoption of norms capable of dealing with religious terrorism. 
8. The UN Secretary General should prepare biannually a comprehensive and 
consolidated report of the achievements of the UN system, focusing on the ends 
of each agency, fund or programme.        
9. The UN should administer the territory of the failed States under the international 
trusteeship system. 
10. Passports should not expire.   
